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Investigation of the high momentum components of the nuclear wave function
using hard quasielasticA„p,2p…X reactions
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We present a theoretical analysis of the first data for a high-energy and momentum-transfer~hard! quasi-
elasticA(p,2p)X reaction. The cross sections for this reaction are calculated within the light-cone impulse
approximation based on a two-nucleon correlation model for the high-momentum component of the nuclear
wave function. Nuclear effects due to modification of the bound nucleon structure as well as the soft nucleon-
nucleon initial and final state interactions, with and without color coherence, have been studied in detail. The
calculations show that the distribution of the bound proton light-cone momentum fraction (a) shifts towards
small values (a,1), an effect that was previously derived only within the plane wave impulse approximation.
The shift is very sensitive to short-range correlations in nuclei. The calculations agree with data on the
C(p,2p)X reaction obtained from the EVA/AGS experiment at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The theoret-
ical analysis of the data allows the contribution from short-range nucleon correlations to be singled out. The
obtained strength of the correlations is in agreement with values previously obtained from electroproduction
reactions on nuclei.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the important signatures of quark-gluon struct
in the nucleon-nucleon interaction at short distances is
observed strong energy dependence (;s210) of the wide
angle pp elastic differential cross section ats>12 GeV2,
wheres is the square of theNN center of mass~c.m.! energy.
Despite the ongoing debate on the validity of perturbat
QCD in this energy region@1–3# or the debate on the rel
evance of a particular mechanism of subnucleon interac
~i.e., quark-interchange@4–6#, three-gluon exchange@7,8#,
reggeon-type contribution@9#!, it is commonly accepted tha
the power-laws dependence of the elastic cross section s
nals the onset of the hard dynamics of the quark-gluon in
action.

In this paper we address the question of what happ
when wide anglepp scattering takes place inside th
nucleus, i.e., the incident proton is scattered off a bou
proton. If this reaction has the same;s210 energy depen-
dence as that of the cross section of freepp scattering, one
may expect that the incoming proton will favorably scat
off a bound proton with larger initial momentum aligned
the direction of the incoming proton@10,11#. This kinematic
condition corresponds topp scattering with a smallers and
therefore a larger scattering cross section. Thus, if nuc
effects do not alter the genuines dependence of thepp cross
section, the high-momentum-transferp1A→p1p1X reac-
tion preferably selects the high-momentum components
the nuclear wave function.

Due to the short-range nature of the strong interaction,
0556-2813/2002/66~2!/024601~14!/$20.00 66 0246
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high internal momentum in the nucleus is generated ma
by short-rangeNN correlations. Therefore, at sufficientl
high energies and high-momentum transfers one expec
be able to probe the short-range properties of the nucleu

In Refs. @10,11#, the authors calculated the cross secti
of high-momentum-transferA(p,2p)X reactions within a
plane wave impulse approximation~PWIA! and observed a
strong sensitivity to the high-momentum components
the nuclear wave function. Motivated by the recent me
surements of high-momentum transferpA reactions at
Brookhaven National Laboratory~BNL! @12# we carried out
a detailed analysis of the high-momentum transferA(p,2p)X
reaction, investigating specifically the competing nuclear
fects, not discussed previously. These effects may obs
the observed sensitivity found in PWIA@11#. Our main goal
is to see whether these reactions probe short-range cor
tions ~SRC! and to study their sensitivity to the dynamic
structure of these correlations.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II w
outline the basic theoretical framework for the calculation
the high-energy wide angle quasielasticA(p,2p)X reaction.
We also discuss the nuclear effects which can compete
the expected signatures of scattering from SRC. In Sec
we present the predictions of the model presented in Sec
Section IV describes briefly the EVA experiment at BN
The calculations are compared with the data obtained in
experiment in Sec. V. Section VI summarizes the results
our study.

II. THE BASIC THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In quasielastic~QE! scattering a projectile is elasticall
scattered from a single bound ‘‘target’’ nucleon in th
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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nucleus while the rest of the nucleus acts as a spectato
schematic presentation of (p,2p) QE scattering is given in
Fig. 1.

A. Kinematics

pA5(EA ,pW A), p15(E1 ,pW 1), p35(E3 ,pW 3), p4

5(E4 ,pW 4), pR5(ER ,pW R) are the four-momenta of the targ
nucleus, the incoming proton, the scattered proton,
ejected proton and the recoil nucleus, respectively. For s
plicity we do not showpA andpR in Fig. 1. Using the nota-
tions defined in the figure, the Mandelstam variables are

s5~p31p4!2, t5~p12p3!2. ~1!

The primary high-momentum-transfer process in
A(p,2p)X quasielastic reaction is hardpp elastic scattering.
Since the general predictions are based on the implicatio
the strongs dependence (;1/s10) of the hard elasticpp
cross section we will limit our calculations to high-ener
and high-momentum-transfer kinematics where that dep
dence is observed experimentally. Thus, our calculations
limited to s*12 GeV2 anduc.m.;90°.

The missing energy (Em) for A(p,2p)X is defined by
Em5E11EA2E32E42EA21. The available high-energy
A(p,2p)X data have a missing energy resolution of ab
240 Mev @12#. Therefore, the calculations with which w
compare with the data are integrated over a wide rang
missing energies. This integration simplifies the calculatio
as discussed below.

B. Plane wave impulse approximation

A clear interpretation of the quasielastic measurement
possible in PWIA. Within this approximation, it is possib
to separate nuclear properties from the reaction mechan

In high-energy scattering the reaction evolves near
light conet5t2z;1/(E1pz)!t1z, wherez is the direc-
tion of the incident proton andE and pz are the energy and
leading longitudinal momentum of the high-energy partic
involved in the scattering. Thus, it is natural to describe
reaction in the light-cone reference frame~similar to high-
energy deep-inelastic scattering from a hydrogen target@13#!.

FIG. 1. The kinematics for quasielasticA(p,2p)X scattering.
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Within the light cone PWIA, the cross section of th
quasielasticA(p,2p)X reaction can be expressed as a con
lution of the elementary elasticpp scattering cross sectio
off a bound nucleon and the four-dimensional light-co
spectral function@10#,

d6s

~d3p3/2E3!~d3p4/2E4!
5(

Z

1

4 j pA

uM ppu2

~2p!2

PA~a,pt
2 ,pR1!

a2

5(
Z

2

p
As224m2s

ds

dt
pp~s,t !

3
PA~a,pt

2 ,pR1!

Aa
, ~2!

where

p25p31p42p1 , pt5p3
t 1p4

t ,

a5a41a32a1 , a i5A
pi 2

PA2
[A

Ei2pi
z

EA2PA
z

. ~3!

The superscripts ‘‘t ’’ and ‘‘ z’’ denote the transverse (x,y)
and longitudinal directions with respect to the incoming p
ton momentumpW 1. The ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘ 2’’ indices denote the
energy and longitudinal components of four-momenta in
light cone reference frame.1 The variablea, as defined, de-
scribes the light cone momentum fraction of the nucleus c
ried by the target nucleon, normalized in such a way tha
nucleon at rest hasa51. j pA is the invariant flux with respec
to the nucleus, whileM pp and (ds/dt)pp are the invariant
amplitude and cross section for elasticpp scattering.

The light cone spectral function represents the probab
of finding the target nucleon with the light-cone momen
(a,pt) times the probability that the residual nuclear syst
has a momentum componentpR15ER1pR

z . The spectral
function is normalized as follows@10#:

E pA2

2A
PA~a,pt

2 ,pR1!
da

a
d2ptdpR15A. ~4!

C. The light-cone spectral function

The integration over a wide range of the missing ene
allows us to use the following approximations for the spe
tral function.

For target proton momenta below the Fermi sea (p2
,pFerm;250 MeV/c) we use the nonrelativistic limit of the
light-cone spectral function@14,10#,

PA~a,pt
2 ,pR1!' 1

2 n~p2!d~pR12@AMA21
2 1p2

22p2
z# !,

~5!

1Sincez direction is chosen as the direction of incoming prot
momentum, the ‘‘2’’ component corresponds to the light-cone lo
gitudinal momentum.
1-2
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wherea'12p2
z/m andpW 25pW 31pW 42pW 1 is the missing mo-

mentum of the reaction.n(p) is the momentum distribution
of nucleons calculated within the mean field approximati

For the momentum range of (pFerm,p2,0.7 GeV/c) we
assume the dominance of the two-nucleon short-range co
lations, which allows us to model the spectral function
follows @10,15#:

PA~a,pt
2 ,pR1!'E A2

2pA2
a2~A!r2

nF 2a

~A2b!
,S pW t

1
a

~A2b!
pW (A22)tD 2GrA22~b,p(A22)t

2 !

3dS pR12
m21~pW (A22)t1pW t!

2

m~A2a2b!

2
MA22

2 1p(A22)t
2

mb
D db

b
d2p(A22)

t , ~6!

where (b,p(A22)t
2 ) and rA22 are the light-cone momentum

and the density matrix of the recoiling (A22) system. The
parametera2(A) is the probability of finding two-nucleon
correlations in the nucleusA andr2

n is the density matrix of
the correlated pair which we set equal to the light-cone d
sity matrix of the deuteron@14#,

r2
n~a,pt

2!5
CD

2 ~k!

22a
Am21k2,

~7!

k5A m21pt
2

a~22a!
2m2;~0,a,2!.

Note that the factorization of the nuclear density matrix in
the product of the correlation and (A22) density matrices is
specific for the short-range two-nucleon correlation appro
mation. In this approximation it is assumed that the singu
character of theNN potential at short distances~existence of
repulsive core! defines the main structure of the nucleon m
mentum distribution in SRC and that it is less affected by
collective interaction with the (A22) nuclear system. Note
that the expression in Eq.~7! is the light-cone analog of the
approximated spectral function in Ref.@16#, where the valid-
ity of the two-nucleon correlation approximation was de
onstrated by comparing the nonrelativistic analog of Eq.~6!
with the exact calculations of the spectral function of3He
and infinite nuclear matter.

To obtain the density matrix of the recoiling (A22) sys-
tem, additional physical assumptions are required. Howe
the fact that we are interested in the cross section integr
over a wide range of missing energies, allows us to simp
Eq. ~6! by neglecting the momentum of the recoiling (A
22) system~SRC at rest approximation!,

rA22~b,p(A22)t
2 !5~A22!d~A222b!d~p(A22)t

2 !. ~8!

Inserting Eq.~8! into Eq. ~6! one obtains the following
expression for the light-cone spectral function in the h
missing momentum range,
02460
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PA~a,pt
2 ,pR1!'

A2

2pA2
a2~A!r2

n~a,pt
2!

3dS pR12
m21pt

2

m~22a!
2MA22D . ~9!

It is worth noting that the above approximation is justified
the fact @16# that it correctly predicts the position of th
maximum in the missing energy distribution at fixed valu
of missing momentum. Therefore, in a regime in which t
integration over the wide range of missing energies is
lowed, Eq.~9! represents a valid approximation of nucle
spectral functions in the domain of the large values of bou
nucleon momenta. The same model was also used to des
inclusive nucleon and pion production in forbidden kinem
ics for scattering off a free nucleon@10,14#, and electropro-
duction @14,15# reactions from nuclei atxBjorken.1 andQ2

>1 GeV2.

D. Proton-proton elastic scattering cross section

The next quantity that is needed to calculate the quasie
tic A(p,2p)X cross section in Eq.~2! is the differential cross
section ofpp elastic scattering. Fors>12 GeV2 we use the
phenomenological parametrization of the freepp elastic
cross section. We assume a combination ofs parametrization
at 90° presented in Ref.@41# anduc.m. parametrization in the
form suggested in Ref.@18#,

ds

dt
pp545.0

mb

sr GeV2 S 10

s D 10

~12cosuc.m.!
24g

3F11r1A s

GeV
2cosf~s!1

r1
2

4

s

GeV2GF~s,uc.m.!,

~10!

where r150.08, g51.6 and f(s)
5p/0.06ln„ln@s/(0.01 GeV2)#…22. The functionF(s,uc.m.) is
used for further adjustment of the phenomenologically mo
vated parametrization of the data at 60°<uc.m.<90° @19#.

E. Calculation of the a-dependence of the cross section
in PWIA

Our main objective is to study thea dependence of the
A(p,2p)X quasielastic cross section at large fixed c.
angles and high-momentum transfers. The reason for
choice is twofold: first, thea dependence naturally express
the sensitivity of theA(p,2p)X cross section to the high
momentum component of the nuclear wave function; seco
the a variable is not sensitive to soft initial and final sta
reinteractions of energetic protons with target nucleons~see
Sec. II F 2!. Thus thea distribution will largely reflect the
distribution of the nucleon within the SRC without substa
tial modification due to initial and final state interactions.

In Fig. 2 we present thea dependence of the12C(p,2p)X
cross section calculated within PWIA~Sec. II B! for different
values of incoming proton momenta. Here the c.m. angle
the pp→pp scattering is restricted to 90°65°. The calcula-
1-3
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I. YARON et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 024601 ~2002!
tion is done for12C using a harmonic oscillator momentu
distribution forn(k) in Eq. ~5! and a high-momentum tail o
the deuteron wave function, with Paris potential in Eq.~7!,
with a2( 12C)55.

Elastic p scattering on a proton at rest corresponds
a51. As can be seen from Fig. 2, most of the strength is
a,1 which corresponds to scattering off a proton with m

menta in the direction ofpW 1. This is a quantitative illustration
of the discussion in the Introduction: thepp cross section on
bound protons scales with the totalpp c.m. energy as
;(sa)210, therefore theA(p,2p)X cross section is domi
nated by smallera.

One can clearly observe a double peak structure in tha
distributions. The first peak, closer toa51, is due to scatter-
ing off a proton in the Fermi sea Eq.~5!. The other peak, a
an even lowera value, is due to the scattering off the SR
Eq. ~6!. As the incoming energy increases, one can see
shift of the strength of the distribution to lowera range
which shows the dominance of the incoming proton scat
ing off a target protons with high Fermi momenta aligned
the direction of the beam. This shift shows the onset of
regime where one expects to probe short-range nucleon
relations in the nucleus. This picture demonstrates the se
tivity of hard A(p,2p)X reactions to the large values of th
bound nucleon momenta in the nucleus, predicted origin
in Refs.@10,11#.

F. Competing nuclear effects

The PWIA calculation discussed above uses thepp hard
scattering cross section parametrization@Eq. ~10!# for scat-
tering off a free proton. The two nuclear effects that c
obscure thea dependence expected within PWIA are t

FIG. 2. PWIA calculation of thea dependence of the
12C(p,2p)X cross section at different values of incident proton m
menta.
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modification of the bound protons in nuclei and the init
and final state interactions of incoming and scattered proto

1. Nuclear medium modification of bound protons

We consider possible binding modifications of th
nucleon structure, which are consistent with the observa
of the modification of deep inelastic~DIS! nucleon structure
functions measured in lepton-nucleus scattering, a phen
enon known as the ‘‘EMC effect’’@20#. One of the mecha-
nisms that describes the observed modification of DIS str
ture function is the suppression of pointlike configuratio
~PLC! in a bound nucleon as compared to a free nucle
@21,10,22#.

Pointlike configurations are small sized partonic config
rations in the nucleons which, due to the color screening,
weakly interacting objects. In the color screening model
Refs. @21,10#, the binding of the nucleonic system causes
suppression of the nucleon’s PLC component. This supp
sion does not lead to a noticeable change in the ave
characteristics of a nucleon in the nucleus. However, i
sufficient to account for the observed EMC effect in D
scattering from nuclei. Since high-momentum transferpp
elastic scattering is mainly due to the scattering off a PLC
the proton, the expected suppression of PLC will reduce
cross section ofpp scattering from bound protons. This su
pression can be estimated by multiplying the freepp cross
section of Eq.~10! by the factor@21#

d~k,t !5F 11Q~ t02t !S 12
t0

t D
k2

mp
12eA

DE
G22

, ~11!

whereeA'8 MeV is the average nuclear binding energy a
DE'0.6– 1 GeV is a parameter that characterizes a typ
excitation of the bound nucleon. Thet dependence in Eq
~11! is due to the fact that in the wave function of a nucle
the PLC dominates at high values of the momentum tran
@23# (2t0'2 GeV2). As follows from Eq.~11!, the d(k,t)
correction tends to reduce the expecteda shift shown in Fig.
1, since it introduces an additionala l ( l;2 – 3) dependence
which softens the (sa)210 dependence of thepp cross sec-
tion in Eq. ~2!. Note that a similar suppression is expect
within the rescaling model of the EMC effect@24–26#. On
the other hand, in a number of models of the EMC effe
such as pion and binding models~for review see Ref.@10#!
the shift toa,1 is stronger than in the multinucleon calc
lation @11,26#. Thus, our estimate within the color screenin
model can be considered as an upper limit for suppres
due to binding nucleon modification.

Using Eqs.~2! and~9!–~11!, the calculated cross section
as a function ofa are shown in Fig. 3. As Fig. 3 shows, th
medium modification effect suppresses the cross sectio
the smallera region, where the cross section is dominated
the scattering from deeply bound~SRC! protons in which the
suppression of PLC is larger. However, the suppression d
not diminish the downward shift of thea distribution. It
would require very unreasonable modifications of the bou

-

1-4
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INVESTIGATION OF THE HIGH MOMENTUM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 024601 ~2002!
nucleon structure~contradicting the EMC effects in DIS! to
eliminate thea shift ~to thea,1 region! completely.

2. The effect of the initial and final state interactions

The major nuclear effect that can obscure the informat
on SRC is the contribution of initial and final state intera
tions ~ISI, FSI! of the incident and outgoing protons in th
nuclear medium. Since the momenta of the incoming and
two outgoing protons are above a few GeV/c, one can cal-
culate these rescatterings in eikonal approximation.

For rescattering from uncorrelated nucleons with m
menta 0.8,a,1.2 andpt<pFerm, we apply the conventiona
Glauber approximation. This is justified since under the
conditions the spectator nucleons can be considered as
tionary scatterers. Because of the integration over a la
range of missing energies we can further simplify the cal
lations by using the probabilistic approximation of Ref.@27#.

The above approximation cannot be used for the bo
protons in SRC~which have a large value of Fermi mome
tum!. There the spectator nucleon cannot be treated as a
tionary scatterer and therefore the Glauber approximatio
not valid ~see, e.g., Ref.@28#!. To calculate ISI/FSI in this
case, we assume that the first rescattering most probably
pens with the partner nucleon in the SRC. Indeed, as
demonstrated in Ref.@15#, because of the large virtuality o
the interacting nucleon in SRC the distance of the first s
reinteraction after the point of hard interaction is less tha
fm and it decreases ast and p2 increase. Within the two-
nucleon correlation model one can account for the soft
catterings in the SRC using the calculation of thed(p,2p)n
reaction in generalized eikonal approximation~GEA!
@28,29#. Within GEA we calculate the single rescatterings
the incoming and knocked-out protons with the correla

FIG. 3. The a dependence of the cross section for differe
values of incident proton momentum. Dashed line, PWIA; so
line, with EMC effects discussed in the text. The kinematics are
same as for Fig. 2.
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nucleon@Figs. 4~b–d!#. The main feature of the GEA is tha
it takes into account the nonzero values of the spectator
mentum~it does not treat the spectator as a stationary s
terer as is done in the conventional eikonal approximatio!.
This feature is especially important in the SRC region as
correlated nucleon momenta are large and cannot be
glected.

Within GEA, the effect of the rescatterings in the SRC~in
the range ofa,0.8 or a.1.2! can be accounted for by in
troducing a correction factork that multiplies the SRC spec
tral function of Eq.~9!. We definek as follows:

k5
uFa1Fb1Fc1Fdu2

uFau2 , ~12!

whereFa is the PWIA amplitude, andFb , Fc , andFd are
the single rescattering amplitudes corresponding top
1(NN)SRC→p1N1N scattering shown in Fig. 4. To obtai
theF ’s, we use the rescattering amplitudes for thed(p,pp)n
reaction calculated in Ref.@29#,

F ( j )52
~2p!3/2

4i
App

hard~s,t !E d2kt

~2p!2 f pN

3~kt!@cd
m~ p̃s

( j )!2nic8m~ p̃s
( j )!#, ~13!

where j (n)5b(1),c(1),d(21). App
hard is the amplitude of

the pp hard scattering which, within the factorization a
proximation, cancels ink. f pN is the amplitude of a smal
angle~soft! pN scattering.cd is the deuteron wave function
andc8 accounts for the distortion due to FSI~see Ref.@29#!.

For higher order rescatterings we have applied the pro
bilistic approximation of Ref.@27# which we used already fo
small Fermi momenta. This is justified since in the kinem
ics of two-nucleon SRC the second and higher order res
terings happen outside the SRC. It is worth noting that
error from the last approximation is rather small since,
intermediate size nuclei (A;12– 16), the overall contribu-
tion of higher order rescatterings in the considered kinem
ics of theA(p,2p)X reaction is small~a few percent as com
pared with the single rescattering contribution@27#!.

It is important to emphasize that, for reinteractions w
uncorrelated nucleons at high energies, there exists an
proximate conservation law for the light-cone momenta

t

e

FIG. 4. Diagrams describing PWIA~a!, final ~b,c!, and initial~d!
state reinteractions for two-nucleon correlations.
1-5
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I. YARON et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 024601 ~2002!
interacting particles@28,30#. Namely, for energetic particles
small angle soft reinteractions do not change thea distribu-
tion.

To demonstrate this, let us consider the propagation
fast nucleon with momentump15(E1 ,p1

z ,0) through the
nuclear medium. After the small angle reinteraction with
nucleon of momentump25(E2 ,p2

z ,p2
t ), the energetic

nucleon still maintains its high momentum and leadingz

direction having now a momentump185(E18 ,p1
z8 ,p1

t8) with

^(p1
t8)2&/(pz8)2!1. The other nucleon momentum after th

collision is p285(E28 ,p2
z8 ,p2

t8). The energy momentum con
servation for this scattering allows us to write for the ‘‘a’’
component

a11a25a181a28[
p12

m
1

p22

m
5

p128

m
1

p228

m
. ~14!

The change of thea2 ~‘‘ 2 ’’ ! component due to rescatterin
can be obtained from Eq.~14!,

Da2[
Dp22

m
5

p222p228

m
5

p128 2p12

m
!1, ~15!

which means

a28'a2 . ~16!

In Eq. ~15! we use the approximationsp128 /m,p12 /m!1
which are well satisfied in small angle reinteractions sin

^(p1
t8)2&/(pz8)2!1. Thus, with the increase of the incide

energy a new approximate conservation law is emerginga2
is conserved by ISI/FSI. The uniqueness of the high-ene
rescattering lies in the fact that, although both the energy
the momentum of the nucleons are changed by the resca
ing, the combination (E22p2

z) is almost not affected. In the
same way, the rescattering of the incoming and two outgo
protons in the (p,2p) reaction conserves the reconstructeda
component of the target proton. Therefore, thea distribution
measured inA(p,2p)X reaction reflects well the originala
distribution of the target proton in the nucleus. A numeric
estimate of this conservation will be presented in the follo
ing section.

To complete the discussion on ISI/FSI we should ment
that for incident proton momenta exceeding 6–9 GeVc,
the Glauber approximation overestimates the absorption
protons for the data of Refs.@31,32#. This overestimate is
attributed to the color transparency~CT! phenomenon~see,
e.g., Refs.@33–36#!, in which it is assumed that the har
pp→pp primary process in theA(p,2p)X reaction is domi-
nated by the interaction of protons in pointlikeqqq configu-
rations. As a result, immediately before and after the h
interaction the color neutral PLC has a diminished stren
for ISI/FSI reinteraction. Since the PLC is not an eigenst
of the QCD Hamiltonian~free nucleons have a finite size! the
interaction strength will evolve to the normal hadronic inte
action strength parallel to the evolution of PLC to the norm
hadronic size during the propagation of the fast proton in
nuclear medium. We estimate the charge transfer~CT! effect
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within the quantum diffusion model of Ref.@37#. This model
that describes the data@31# reasonably well@23# assumes the
following amplitude for the PLC-N soft interaction:

f PLC,N~z,kt ,Q2!5 is tot~z,Q2!eb/2t
GN„ts tot~z,Q2!/s tot…

GN~ t !
,

~17!

where b/2 is the slope of elasticNN amplitude, GN(t)
@'(12t/0.71)2# is the Sachs form factor andt52kt

2 . The
last factor in Eq.~17! accounts for the difference betwee
elastic scattering of PLC and average configurations, us
the observation that thet dependence ofdsh1N→h1N/dt is
roughly that of;Gh

2(t)GN
2 (t) and thatGh

2(t)'exp(Rh
2t/3),

whereRh is the rms radius of the hadron.
In Eq. ~17!, s tot( l ,Q

2) is the effective total cross sectio
for the PLC to interact at distancel from the hard interaction
point ands tot is the pN total cross section. The quantum
diffusion model@37# predicts

s tot~Q2!5s totH F z

l h
1

^r t~Q2!2&

^r t
2&

S 12
z

l h
D GQ~ l h2z!

1Q~z2 l h!J , ~18!

where l h52pf /DM2, with DM250.7– 1.1 GeV2. Here
^r t(Q

2)2& is the average squared transverse size of the c
figuration produced at the interaction point. In several re
istic models discussed in Ref.@38# it can be approximated a
^r t(Q

2)2&/^r t
2&;1 GeV2/Q2 for Q2>1.5 GeV2. Note that

due to expansion of the PLC, the results of the calculati
are rather insensitive to the value of this ratio whenever i
much less than unity. For numerical calculations we assum
DM2'0.7 GeV2 which was chosen to describe the nucle
transparencies fromA(p,2p)X @31# andA(e,e8p)X @39# ex-
periments~see comparisons in Ref.@23#!.

In Fig. 5 we compare the prediction of the quantum d
fusion model for the nuclear transparencyT with the data of
the EVA experiment@12,32#. The transparencyT is defined
as the ratio of theA(p,2p)X cross section calculated usin
PWIA, color screening and rescattering effects, to the cr
section calculated within PWIA only. The comparison sho
that there is fair agreement with the data up to 9 GeVc
incoming proton momenta.~Note that one expects the prob
bilistic model of rescattering to work within 20% accuracy!
The decrease of the experimental values of transparenc
the p1.9 GeV/c region can be understood in terms of th
interplay of the hard and soft components in the amplitude
high-momentum-transferpp scattering@41,17# which is not
incorporated in the current calculations. Since, in the furt
analysis, we will concentrate on incoming proton mome
5.9<p1<7.5 GeV/c where this interplay does not play
role, we will use the simple formulas of Eqs.~17! and ~18!
for numerical estimates. The detailed analysis of the ene
dependence of the nuclear transparencyT will be presented
elsewhere.
1-6
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III. RESULTS OF THE MODEL

In this section we discuss the results of the model p
sented in Sec. II for several nuclear observables that ca
measured in theA(p,2p)X reaction. We are particularly in
terested in two kinds of information: how the substructure
high-momentum-transferpp scattering reveals itself in th
nuclear reaction and the information one can obtain ab
short-range nuclear structure. For numerical estimates we
ply the kinematics of the EVA experiment@12#. Because of
the multidimensional character of the kinematical restr
tions, the Monte Carlo method was used to perform the
culations. Furthermore, we will present the cross section
arbitrary units since we are interested mainly in the shape
the a andpt dependences of theA(p,2p)X cross section.

A. How the quark substructure of hard pp scattering
is reflected in the nuclear observables

Since the cross section for the high-momentum-tran
scattering of incoming proton off a bound proton at fixed a
largeuc.m.;90° is roughly proportional to (as)210 @see Eqs.
~2!–~10!#, an observation that reflects the sensitivity
A(p,2p)X reaction to the high-momentum component of t
nuclear wave function is the shift of thea spectrum to lower
a values~see Figs. 2 and 3!. To see whether this sensitivit
persists for the EVA kinematics, in Fig. 6 we represent tha
dependence of theA(p,2p)X reaction cross section assumin
different s dependences of the cross section for hardp1p
→p1p scattering. These calculations are merely to illustr
the connection between thes dependence and thea shift.
Figure 6 confirms that the larger the negative power os
dependence for the hardpp scattering, the larger the averag
longitudinal momentum of the interacting bound nucle
~a,1!.

As a result of thea shift the total longitudinal momentum
of the final outgoing protons is larger than the initial long

FIG. 5. The p1 dependence of the transparencyT calculated
within quantum diffusion model. Data marked by triangles a
circles are from Refs.@32# and @40#, respectively.
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tudinal momentump1. One can characterize this exce
through the variable

x5
p3

z1p4
z

p1
, ~19!

which will increase as the power of the hardpp scattering
cross section increases. In Fig. 7 we show the calculatex
dependence of the cross section for different assumeds de-
pendences. The expected shift to the higherx ~lower a! is
clearly seen in Fig. 7. Thex distribution for quasielastic
C(p,2p)X reactions peaks atx,1, if one assumes nos de-

FIG. 6. Thea dependence of theA(p,2p)X cross section for
different assumeds dependences of the hard elasticpp scattering
cross section.

FIG. 7. Thex dependence of the cross section for different ha
elasticpp scattering power laws.
1-7
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pendence of the elementaryp1p→p1p reaction. As the
dependence ons increases, the peak is shifted towar
x.1 which represents the nuclear ‘‘boosting’’ effect: the o
going protons have more longitudinal momentum than
incoming momentum. This effect is reminiscent of su
threshold production in nuclei, in which a very low availab
energy in the nuclear medium can cause consider
changes in the cross section of the reaction.

B. Sensitivity to short-range correlations in nuclei

The next question that we would like to address is
sensitivity of thea shift to the existence of high-momentu
components in the nuclear ground state wave function.
asses this sensitivity we calculate the cross sections of
A(p,2p)X reaction using two models for the nuclear wa
function: a harmonic oscillator~HO! model and the two-
nucleon SRC model for high-momentum compone
~HMC! of the nuclear wave function, described in Sec. II
(HO1HMC). In Fig. 8 we present thea dependence of the
12C(p,2p)X cross section calculated within PWIA atp1
56 GeV/c anduc.m.590° using these two models.

As Fig. 8 shows, even at the moderate energy ofp1
56 GeV/c, the a dependence has substantial sensitivity
the high-momentum structure of the nuclear wave functi
Thus, the measured cross section at smalla will allow us to
obtain the characteristics of the high-momentum tail of
wave function.

In Fig. 9, we show the results of the PWIA calculatio
for the transverse momentum distribution of the cross sec
of 12C(p,2p)X reaction. It also exhibits a sensitivity to th
high-momentum part of the nuclear wave function. Howev
as will be shown below, unlike thea distribution the trans-

FIG. 8. Thea dependence of the cross section calculated
two models of the nuclear wave functions. HO is harmonic osci
tor and HO1HMC corresponds to the short-range correlati
model of Sec. II C. TheA(p,2p)X cross section is calculated withi
PWIA at p156 GeV/c anduc.m.590°.
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verse momentum distribution is strongly distorted due to
initial and final state interactions. Note that hereafter, for
transverse missing momentum distribution, we will consid
only the py component ofpt , where ŷ5@ x̂3 ẑ# and (xz)
defines the scattering plane of the incoming proton. This
striction onpy is related to the fact that the experimental da
has a better resolution for they component of missing mo
mentum.

C. The effect of initial and final state interactions

As was discussed in Sec. II@see Eq.~15!#, one expects
that the soft rescatterings with uncorrelated nucleons at h
energies will conserve thea parameter of interacting nucle
ons. Thus the measureda2 distribution of A(p,2p)X cross
section is not affected strongly by the ISI/FSI and will refle
the originala distribution of the target proton in the nucleu

In Fig. 10 we show the results for thep2 anda distribu-
tions of the 12C(p,2p)X differential cross section atp1
56 GeV/c and uc.m.590°. The dashed lines correspond
the PWIA prediction, thus representing the ‘‘true’’ mome
tum distribution of the bound nucleon. The solid lines rep
sent the calculation including ISI/FSI. In the latter casep2
anda are reconstructed through the momenta of the inco
ing (p1) and outgoing protons (p3 ,p4), as it was done in the
experiment~see Sec. IV!. Notice the effect of the ISI/FSI on
the p2 distribution versus the effect of the same ISI/FSI
the a distribution. As we mentioned before, both the reco
structed energy and the momentum of the target proton
modified by the rescattering, but their linear combination,a,
is almost unchanged.

Finally, in Fig. 11 we show the transverse momentu
distribution (py) calculated for the same kinematics as
Fig. 10. Figure 11 shows substantial ISI/FSI effects on thepy
distribution for both calculation with and without color tran

r
- FIG. 9. The py dependence of the cross section for the tw
models of nuclear wave functions described in the text. The ki
matics of the calculations and notations are the same as in Fig
1-8
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INVESTIGATION OF THE HIGH MOMENTUM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 024601 ~2002!
parency. The large contribution from ISI/FSI in the tran
verse momentum distribution is attributed to the structure
small angle hadronic interaction at high energies. The res
tering is mainly transverse thus affecting mostly the tra
verse momenta of interacting nucleons.

The above discussion allows us to conclude that the
perimental study of thea distribution provides direct infor-
mation on high-momentum components of the nuclear w
function. On the other hand, the large values of miss
transverse momenta are mainly sensitive to the dynamic
initial and final state interactions. In the subsequent sect
we will discuss the analysis of the first experimental data
A(p,2p)X.

FIG. 10. Thep2 and a dependences of the cross section w
and without rescattering with uncorrelated nucleons.

FIG. 11. Thepy dependence of the cross section with and wi
out rescattering effects.
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IV. MEASUREMENTS AND DATA

We compare the calculations with the data that were c
lected in EXP 850 using the EVA spectrometer at the AG
accelerator of Brookhaven National Laboratory@12#. In this
section we will briefly describe the experiment and the p
cedures relevant for comparing the data with the calcu
tions.

The EVA collaboration performed a second measurem
over a wider kinematical range with incident momenta abo
7.5 GeV/c. These data have not yet been analyzed. Som
the calculations in this work are predictions for these n
data, which might later become available.

A. The experimental setup

The EVA spectrometer, located on the secondary lineC1,
consisted of a 2-m-diameter and 3-m-long superconduc
solenoidal magnet operated at 0.8 T~see Fig. 12!. The beam
entered along thez axis and hit a series of targets located
variousz positions. The scattered particles were tracked
four cylindrical chambers (C1 –C4, Fig. 12!. Each chamber
had four layers of long straw drift tubes with a high res
tance central wire. For any of the 5632 tubes that fired,
drift time to its central wire was read out. In three out of t
four cylindrical chambers, signals were read out at both en
providing position information along thez direction as well.
The information from the straw tubes provided the targ
identification, the measurement of the particles transve
momentum as they were bent in the axial magnetic field,
their scattering angles. The overall resolution caused by
beam, the target, and the detector were determined from
two-body elasticpp scattering measurement. The standa
deviation~s! for the resolution of the transverse momentu
is Dpt /pt57% and 0.27 GeV/c for the missing energy. The
polar angles (u3 ,u4) of the two outgoing protons were mea
sured with a resolution of 7 mrad. The beams ranged
intensity from 1 to 23107 over a 1 sspill every 3 s. Two
counter hodoscopes in the beam~only one shown in Fig. 12!

-

FIG. 12. A schematic view of the EVA spectrometer.C1 –C4
are the straw tube four layer detectors.H1 andH2 are scintillator
hodoscopes used for fast triggering on highpt events. The three
targets inC1 are shown in typical positions. The beam directi
~symmetry axis of the detector! is chosen to be thez axis. Not
shown in the figure are the beam counters upstream the spect
eter as well as the full iron structure around the solenoid.
1-9
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I. YARON et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 024601 ~2002!
provided beam alignment and a timing reference and
differential Cerenkov counters~not shown in Fig. 12! iden-
tified the incident particles. Three levels of triggering we
used to select events with a predetermined minimum tra
verse momentum. The first two hardware triggers selec
events with transverse momentapt.0.8 and pt

.0.9 GeV/c, for the 6 and 7.5 GeV/c measurements, re
spectively. The third level software trigger required two
most coplanar tracks, each satisfying the second level trig
requirement and low multiplicity hits in the straw tubes. S
Refs.@42,43# for a detailed description of the trigger system
Details of the EVA spectrometer are given in Refs.@43–46#.

Three solid targets, CH2, C, and CD2 ~enriched to 95%!
were placed on thez axis inside theC1 cylinder separated by
'20 c.m. The targets were 5.135.1 c.m.2 squares and 6.6
c.m. long in thez direction except for the CD2 target which
was 4.9 c.m. long. Their positions were interchanged at s
eral intervals in order to reduce systematic uncertainties
to maximize the acceptance range for each target. Only th
target was used to extract the QE events, while the oth
served as normalization and reference targets.

B. Event selection and kinematical constraints

Quasielastic scattering events with only two charged p
ticles in the spectrometer were selected. An excitation ene
of the residual nucleusuEmissu,500 MeV was imposed in
order to suppress events where additional particles coul
produced without being detected in EVA. Since this cut
abovemp , some inelastic background, such as that com
from pA→ppp0(A21) events, could penetrate the cuts a
had to be subtracted. The shape of this background was
termined from a fit to theEmiss distribution of events with
extra tracks in the spectrometer. An inelastic backgrou
with this shape was subtracted. The measured distribut
represent background subtracted quantities. See Refs.@46,12#
for more details.

The coordinate system was chosen with thez coordinate
in the beam direction and they direction normal to the scat
tering plane (x,z). The latter was defined by the incide
beam and one of the emerging protons. The selection am
the two was random. This arbitrariness in the selection
not affect the extracted quantities of interest. The data w
analyzed in terms of the momenta in they direction,py , and
the light-conea variable.a was determined with a precisio
of s.3%. py ~perpendicular to the scattering plane! had a
resolution of s540 MeV/c. The resolution inpx ~in the
scattering plane! was s5170 MeV/c. Because of its bette
resolution,py was used to represent the transverse com
nent.

The laboratory polar angles of both detected protons w
limited by a software cut to a region of63°–5° around the
center of the angular acceptance, for each target posi
The angular range enforced by the software cut was sm
than the geometrical limits of the spectrometer~see Fig. 12!
but it ensured a uniform acceptance. Since the experim
was focused on shapes and not absolute values, an a
tance correction in the (u3 ,u4) plane was not needed. A
explicit cut on the center of mass scattering angleuc.m. was
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not applied on the data, however the cuts on the labora
polar angles limit theuc.m. to the range of 83° to 90° for the
‘‘proton at rest’’ kinematics.

C. The longitudinal „a… distributions

Each target position corresponded to a limited polar
gular range (u3 ,u4) anda is a strong function ofu31u4. To
cover the largest possible acceptance ina one had to merge
the measureda distributions from different targets. The dis
tributions from the individual target positions were norma
ized to each other using overlapping regions. The experim
tal error in each bin includes also the relative normalizat
error. The value ofuu32u4u was limited by the largest com
mon acceptance of all target position.

To summarize, the following angular acceptance c
were applied on the data.~1! uu32u4u,0.06 radians~for all
target positions and both beam energies!; ~2! downstream
target, 23.50,u3,32.0° and 23.5°,u4,29.5° oru3 andu4

inverted; ~3! middle target, 20.0°,u3,30.0° and 22.0°
,u4,28.0° oru3 andu4 inverted; and~4! upstream target,
19.0°,u3,28.0° and 21.0°,u4,27.5° or u3 and u4 in-
verted.

These cuts yield for 5.9 GeV/c the following a accep-
tance ranges.~1! Downstream target, 0.9,a,1.05; ~2!
middle target, 0.767,a,0.967; and~3! upstream target, 0.7
,a,0.867.

For the 7.5 GeV/c data the angular ranges were as fo
lows. ~1! Downstream target, 22.0°,u3,32.0° and 22.0°
,u4,31.5° or u3 and u4 replaced; ~2! middle target,
21.0°,u3,27.0° and 21.0°,u4,27.0°; and~3! upstream
target, 20.0°,u3,26.0° and 20.0°,u4,26.0°.

These cuts yield for 7.5 GeV/c the following a accep-
tance ranges.~1! Downstream target, 0.967,a,1.05; ~2!
middle target, 0.834,a,1.0; and~3! upstream target, 0.767
,a,0.934.

D. The transverse„py… distributions

Thepy distributions were studied for narrow regions ofa.
The regions ofa were chosen to yield a large overlap b
tween the 5.9 GeV/c and the 7.5 GeV/c data sets for each
target position:~1! 0.74,a,0.84 for the upstream target po
sition; ~2! 0.82,a,0.92 for the middle target position; an
~3! 0.95,a,1.05. for the downstream target position.

The shapes of thepy distributions for the two data sets a
6 and 7.5 GeV/c are consistent in each one of the threea
regions.

The shapes of thepy distributions in the threea regions
for 6 GeV/c are very similar to those of the 7.5 GeV/c data.
Since the data sets of the two energies were found to
consistent, they were added in order to reduce the statis
errors. Even after this procedure the poor statistics for
0.95,a,1.05 range did not allow us to draw conclusions f
this range. All the data presented consist of events
passed all the quasielastic cuts. The residual inelastic b
ground was subtracted in a way similar to that described
the a distributions~see Refs.@12,46# for details!. All mea-
suredpy distributions were normalized to 10 000 atpy50
1-10
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INVESTIGATION OF THE HIGH MOMENTUM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 024601 ~2002!
and all were shown on a logarithmic scale to emphasize t
shapes. The data are compared to the calculations in Se

V. COMPARISON OF THE CALCULATIONS WITH THE
DATA

A. The longitudinal „a… distributions

As was mentioned in Sec. III the calculations are imp
mented through a Monte Carlo code that allows incorpo
tion of the theoretical calculations with the multidimension
kinematic cuts applied in the experiment. The following cu
have been included in the calculations:~1! The angular anda
acceptances are constrained for the same ranges as pres
in Sec. IV for the data.~2! 60°,uc.m.,120° ~for all target
positions!. The calculations include all the described nucle
effects~EMC, ISI/FSI, and CT!.

Figure 13 shows the measured longitudinala distributions
at 5.9 GeV/c and 7.5 GeV/c together with the calculations
In the calculation we used the two-nucleon correlation mo
for the high-momentum component of the nuclear wa
function, discussed in Sec. II. For the parametera2(12C)
which defines the strength of the SRC in the nuclear spec
function@Eq. ~9!# we used the valuea2'5 obtained from the
analysis of highQ2 and large Bjorkenx A(e,e8)X data Ref.
@15#.

The calculations agree well with the data,x250.8 for
5.9 GeV/c andx252.0 for 7.5 GeV/c.

The next question we ask is whether the data allow u
understand the ingredients contributing to the strength of
a distribution at lowera values.

First, we determine whether the high-momentum-trans
elasticpp scattering off the bound nucleon still follows th
s210 energy dependence. In Fig. 14 we compare the calc
tions using s-independent ‘‘pp cross sections’’~triangle
points! and the ‘‘real’’ pp cross sections parametrized a
cording to Eq.~10! ~solid points!. If there were no scaling for
hard pp scattering in the nuclei, thea-distribution would

FIG. 13. A comparison between calculateda distributions~d!
and the experimental data~s! at 5.9 GeV/c ~a! and 7.5 GeV/c ~b!.
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peak arounda51, as shown by the calculations with no ‘‘s
weighting’’ ~triangles!. The data clearly show a shift to lowe
a, which confirms the strongs dependence of the quasiela
tic process.

Next we address the question of whether the strength s
at a,1 comes from SRC in the nucleus. Figure 15 sho
two calculateda distributions for the incoming proton mo
mentum of 5.9 GeV/c. One distribution is calculated with
the harmonic oscillator wave function only@i.e., a250, in
Eq. ~9!# ~triangle points!. The second distribution is calcu
lated with the SRC contribution to the high-momentum t
of the nuclear wave function, described bya255 ~solid
points!. These two nuclear wave functions were referred

FIG. 14. Calculated longitudinala distributions with~d! and
without (¹) s weighting compared to the measured data~s!, at
5.9 GeV/c ~a! and 7.5 GeV/c ~b!.

FIG. 15. Longitudinala distributions for 5.9 GeV/c ~s, data;
¹, calculations witha250; d, calculations witha255.0).
1-11
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I. YARON et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 024601 ~2002!
as HO and HO1HMC in Fig. 8. The open circles are th
data. It is clearly seen in the figure that thea distribution
calculated witha250 does not provide sufficient strength
low a to describe the data, and SRC contributions are n
essary.

It is important to note that both the strongs dependence o
hard pp scattering and the contribution of SRC are need
for agreement with the data. A mean field wave function
the nucleus would require a very unreasonable energy de
dence of thepp scattering cross section, in order to expla
the observed strength of the cross section ata,1. Moreover
the agreement with the data using the same value ofa2 pa-
rameter obtained from electronuclear reactions indicates
we are dealing with a genuine property of the nucleus t
does not depend on a specific probe.

B. The transverse„py… distributions

As it was discussed in Secs. II and III, we expect t
transverse missing momentum of the quasielasticA(p,2p)X
cross section to be sensitive mainly to the dynamics of
FSI. The studies of electronuclearA(e,e8p)X reactions, in
which FSI occurs through the rescattering of only o
knocked-out proton, demonstrated that the eikonal appr
mation can describe the FSI with better than 10% accur
~see, e.g., Ref.@47#!. This indicates that the expected level
accuracy in calculations of ISI/FSI inA(p,2p)X reactions, in
which one incoming and two outgoing protons undergo
soft rescatterings, will be on the order of 15–20 %. Keep
these accuracies in mind, we compare the theoretical ca
lations with the data checking how well the probabilis
approximation of ISI/FSI can reproduce the shape of
transverse missing momentum distribution.

The following kinematical constraints are imposed in t
Monte Carlo calculations:~1! middle target, 0.82,a,0.92;
~2! upstream target, 0.74,a,0.84; ~3! uu32u4u,0.06 rad
~for all target positions!; and 60°,uc.m.,120° ~for all target
positions!. The calculations include all the effects discuss
in Secs. II and III~i.e., ISI/FSI, EMC, CT! and the strength
of the SRC is calculated witha255.

Figure 16 compares between the measured and calcu
transversepy distributions. Since the theoretical and expe
mental distributions are normalized to 1000 at the first b
only the difference in shape between them is relevant.
kinematics correspond to the the combined 5.9 GeV/c and
7.5 GeV/c energies for the upstream target~a50.7960.05!.
See Sec. IV for the detailed procedure of combining
5.9 GeV/c and 7.5 GeV/c data sets. We followed the sam
procedure in the calculations. Figure 17 shows the comp
son for the kinematics of the middle stream target~a50.87
60.05! similar to Fig. 16.

The calculations presented in Figs. 16 and 17 overe
mate the data at the transverse missing momenta a
0.2 GeV/c. There are several reasons for such a discrepa
First, one should notice that the tail of the distribution abo
py5200 MeV/c is only 10% of the peak value atpy50.
Since calculation and the data are normalized at the m
mum, even a small discrepancy between calculation and
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data atpy50 will produce a large discrepancy at large valu
of py .

Next, this discrepancy may be the indication of the lim
of applicability of the probabilistic approximation of ISI/FS
In that approximation we neglected the interference ter
that may contribute at large values of transverse mome
Indeed, as the complete calculation ofd(p,2p)n reaction
demonstrated@29#, interference terms are not negligible
pt>150– 200 MeV/c and their contribution tends to dimin
ish the overall cross section.

FIG. 16. A comparison between the calculated~d! and experi-
mental~s! py distribution combined for 5.9 GeV/c and 7.5 GeV/c
momenta. The kinematics for the upstream target with 0.74,a
,0.84 is used~see text for details!.

FIG. 17. A comparison of calculated~d! and experimental~s!
py distributions for combined 5.9 GeV/c and 7.5 GeV/c energies.
The kinematics of the middle stream target with 0.82,a,0.92 is
used~see text for details!.
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Another reason for the discrepancy may be the fact
within the eikonal approximation, starting at transverse m
ing momenta (>150– 200 MeV/c), the ISI and FSI are
dominated by incoherent elastic rescattering which enha
the cross section of the nuclear reaction~see Ref.@48# for
details!. It was observed in Refs.@49,50# that incoherent elas
tic rescatterings are much more sensitive to the CT phen
ena than the ISI/FSI terms contributing to the nuclear abs
tion. The qualitative reason is that the absorption
proportional to the total cross section of PLC-N interaction
sPLC,N

tot while incoherent elastic rescattering is proportion
to (sPLC,N

tot )2. Thus the overestimate of the calculation m
indicate that the onset of CT is stronger than that modele
the calculations~see Sec. II!. Note that a noticeable~;20%!
change in the strength of the incoherent elastic rescatte
will produce only an'5% change in the absorption. Thu
such a modification of the size of the CT effect will st
maintain the agreement of the calculation with the transp
ency data of Ref.@31#.

Ending the above discussion, we can only conclude
the strength of the high transverse momentum distribution
generated by ISI/FSI. However both an improved theoret
calculation of ISI/FSI and a better experimental resolut
are needed for understanding the details of the dynamics
hind this strength.

VI. SUMMARY

We present a theoretical analysis of the published data
the high-momentum-transfer quasielastic C(p,2p)X reaction.

First, we outline the light-cone plane wave impulse a
proximation in which the high-momentum component of t
nuclear wave function is treated within a two-nucleon sho
range correlation model. This work confirms the predictio
by Ref.@11# of ana shift of theA(p,2p)X cross section. We
further develop the SRC model taking into account the m
dium modification of the bound nucleon as well as initial a
final state reinteractions of the incoming and two outgo
protons in the nuclear medium, combined with color tra
parency effects.

For nuclear medium modifications we demonstrated t
within the color screening model, which describes reas
ably the available electroproduction data, the strength of
SRC is not obscured. Furthermore, we demonstrated tha
the high-energy regime thea distribution of the bound pro-
ton is practically unaltered by ISI/FSI. As a result thea
distribution of the C(p,2p)X cross section reflects the gen
ine distribution of the bound proton in the nucleus. We a
demonstrated that the transverse missing momentum d
bution is strongly sensitive to the dynamics of initial a
final state reinteractions, and we discussed its potential us
study effects related to color transparency.

In addition to thea andpt distributions we discussed th
dependence of the cross section on the total longitudinal
mentum of the two outgoing protons. It indicates the ex
tence of a nuclear ‘‘boosting’’ effect, in which the sum of th
longitudinal momenta of the two outgoing protons is larg
than the momentum of the incoming proton. This result is
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qualitative agreement with the new data recently obtaine
EVA @32#.

After briefly describing the experiment, we confront th
calculations with the data. The comparison demonstrates
the theoretical expectation of thea shift, based on scaling in
hard elastic scattering off a bound nucleon in the nucle
was correct. The physical meaning of this shift is that ha
quasielasticpp scattering is sensitive to the high-momentu
components of the nuclear wave function. One observes
a momentum tail in the nuclear wave function, which
needed to explain the data, is significantly larger than can
expected from the mean field approximation. The value
the two-nucleon SRC strength needed to describe the da
in agreement with that obtained from electronuclear re
tions. The analysis of the transverse missing momentum
tribution shows that it is very sensitive to ISI/FSI and bo
improved calculations and data are needed for understan
the details of the dynamics that generate the high transv
momentum strength. Thus, studies of the transverse mom
tum distribution may emerge as an additional tool for stud
ing the color transparency phenomenon.

It is worth emphasizing that the extension of quasielas
studies to higher energies, in which a lower value ofa can be
probed,~see, e.g., Fig. 2!, will provide a new window for
investigation of the quark-gluon structure of short-ran
nucleon-nucleon correlations. In particular, it might ena
the experimental investigation if two nearby nucleons w
substantially overlap that the quarks from these nucleons
form a multiquark state@51–53#. These configurations would
play a dominant role in the determination of the deuter
form factor asQ2→` @51#. An important characteristic o
these configurations is a large probability of hidden co
states@54#. A signature of hidden-color states in hard proto
nucleus scattering will be the large probability of produ
tion of D isobars,N* ’s and residual nucleons with large ex
citation energies:Eexit;(mD2mN) – (mN* 2mN)'300–600
MeV @52#.
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